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Paburab Etitning
PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING, AUGUST 29, 1907.

VOL. XXII. NO.51

BLOW IN THE FACE
OF PRES. HARAHAN

WEATHER FORECAST,

Six Days Shall They Labor
Iem. The Public.

River Men Have Serious Time
During Brief Gale.

Mimes Central Director/0 Have lie.
hibition of Manly Art
Presented.

Fiscal Court Probably Will Give AU
at theme 'ro Dimples 'Their

Buildings and
Boats Struck at
Saisithiand During Severe l'hatation l'esterdny.

WORD

LIAR

.ebility.

IS PASSED.

STATUTES

RAIN

New York, Aug. 29.—There was a
regular meeting of the directors of
Sle•wer% t
gist mid probably Frithe Illinois Central Railway minim__
ny at No. 11 Broadway at the end day. Highest temperature yesterday
of which Priptident James T. Hara- WI: lowest today, 73.
han ceeiled former President Stern'sFish
and
Me.
smut Fish a liar
PARLIAMENT.
three
President Harahan
London, Aug. 29.--With pictstruck
stunning blows la the faee. • '
uresque old-time ceremonial Mc.
Hebert titmice Cornelius VanderItrittish
parliament aas problet'and Charles A. Peetbqdy, fellow
rogued today. thus ending one of
directors in the corporation, separatthe longest and most arduous
ed the combatants as Mr. Fish was
seselons during which the neat
about to deliver his fourth blow.
W.W.II( wale given to over sixty
his
With blood streaming down
bills
liitli the late houses
countenance.
Precedent
Harahan
paned.
rushed from the office said caught a
train for Chieago.
A M ORR'A N BAR.
Mr. FIste‘ mulling • genially and
Portland, Me., Aug. elle—The
without a scratch, walked away afnominating con,iii iilie. of the
ter shaking hands with several adAmerican Bar aesociation reportherents, and went up town in a tried the Het of lancers and the rell niphal Web.
port wale addopted its follows:
Less than e year ago Mr. Fish 'President, J. NI. Dickinson Chica,
was president of the Illinois Central,
go; uerreeary, John Ilinkley,
E. H. Harriman stepped In— with a
Raltimore; treasurer, Frederick
past record of similar successes te
K Wadhanue New York. The
lend him centidence, stale away the
convention then adjourned.
most of the pro-Fish proxies mild
prgsented the re-election of the mulNELSON MORRIS.
ti-millionaire Kniekerbocker to the
(ltieseso, Aug. 29.—The funerpresidency of the raod.
al %reviler for the late Nebion
That provoked Mr. Fish somewhat,
Morrie,
(aticiago
lie having held undisput4d sway of
packer. was held at 11 o'clock
the railroad lineup to that time, but
this morning at Isis home for
when Mr. Harriman elected James
member% of the-family, and pubT. Harahan la his place, the provoca
lic service was tsteducted at 1
tee/ changed to anger.
o'clock at
Abraltant 1.i ile4 n
MT Fish was the more indignant
Center, presided eser by the
because he thought Mr. Harahan all
Rev ere/eine I Inset Jones. Work
along his friend. The Harriman diuse practically suspended at the
rectors bad come to say that the 1!meek semis during the day
Itnois Central wits doing very finely
-- more freight and passengers than
$.1.000.
its rolling stock could attend to, ml!New York, Aug. 29..L.Despite
lions rolling in. to the thousands
Om fowl Gee the entire police
rolling out--everything
prosperous
force is weaselling for hint, no
and serene—with the smiling Prestrace Ilan yet been found of
ident Harahan, presiding in the •
Stewart Heilth•lback, the wealthy
prceident's chair to prove R.
of l'incintietle
nutnufacturer
Stuyvesant Fish walked into thr
who disappeared 14 dai y. The
middle of the meeting with
Much
fart that he had about 01-1.0040
long-cehrished hatred sizzling under
In his poeseeseun when he disaphis smiling lips. He took a chair and
peared. luta ittereased the SIP.
listened to the outpourings of Presiprehension of relatives.
dent Harahan. ,

•

LIGHTNING, WIND
AND RAIN STORM

Delivered By Stuyvesant Fish
At Board Meeting

THE

A

10 CENTS PER WEEK

HAVING FUN WITH WALL STREET.

FARMERS TO WORK
ON COUNTRY ROADS

nu.

GIVES

THE

RIGHT.

ILLINOIS

From a reliable and authentc
source comes the statement that MeCracken farmers sill be given an 0Pportueity to display their knowledge
of road building next year. It is
stated that WM court will require
each farmer to work Mx days me of
the year on county 'roads in addition
to contelbuting a road tax, as provided by statutes. It is the result -of
"grumbling" on the part of some
farmers as to McCracken
county's
roads.
Many complaints have come from
different sources relative to "this
road and that road" and "how much
better I could work the road" Such
talk has set members of fiscal court
to studying and realizing that
no
road improventept bonds Can be' issued this or next year, steps to better road conditions are already under consideration.
The statutes provide that every
farmer between the age of 18 and
52 years of age may be co:else:led by
fiscal court to work at least six 'days
on :county roads. Besides this the
board may fir the road levy at whatever figure the magistrates believe it
Mould be, according to the work
mapped out in advance. Heretofore
McCracken county farmers have not
had to work roads as they do hi
some counties. Many have furnished
teams to work them, an indurement
to get the read improvement.

Senator Conn Linn Gives Captain
W. J. Stone an Opportunity to
State Grievances to 'Committee
EMMA GOLDMAN SAYS
AMERICAN LAWS ARE
TOO WrItICT FOR HER

REGISTERED MAIL THEFT
NAM RV 14.orelic

v alias

Chicago, Ill ,
29.--Three
Aug.
ciphers have disappeared from the
amount taken in the alleged $350,no0 mail robbery on the Chicago,
Burlington and Quincy railroad train
recently. The official count of the
last money is $250. PostoffIce Inspector Kimball yesterday received
word from the ollielalcs at Denver
that they had not yet found the thief
nor the two mall pouches stolen, but
that they had found that the amount
teken was but $250

rustcede us. Aug. 29.—A mer.
lean laws were mail,- the subsese
of bitter criticism by Entine"
(isdidritan, the American nnarchI,, aim reddrese to the tillernail
I anarchist congress here.
She said the statutes of the
United States are so strict it
practically is impossible to carry
on an anarchist propeganda.
Anarelly. ill!911.11V1*, is growing in
America, she said, eepecially
gaining adherents among the
Jewish people.

Meets At Kuttawa Today But
Opponent Will not Be Pres•
ent and District will See a
Red Hot Speaking Cam•
paign This Fall.
BOTH WERE IN

PADUCAH

In what promises to be a fruitless
effort, except as a

good

political

move. Senator Conn Linn, of the CahWANT TOBACCO (IMPANIES

loway-Livingston-Lyon-Trigg

district

FARMER'S

ESCAPE.

Although the wind did not do any
damage here yesterday at noon
it
was blowing a gale on the river, and
reports received this morning Indicate the wind was more severe up
the Tennessee and Oleo rivers. The
steamer, Chattanooga aur
al her.
late yesterday aftertiodle •
the
Tennessee river minus *by stage,
I watich she lam, up the rive, he beset
was about 15 miles from Paducah.
when the wind came up and she was
forced to the bank. A' strong curreet
of wind caught the stage aud :n a
moment one guy wire snapped, :ear.ng the stage free to swing. Before
derichands could replace the rope or
secure a hold of the stage another
gush came and blew the stage around
award the bank and struck a tree.
Tilt-, stage fell into the river, but no
damage of any consequence was
—Berryman in Waahington Star,
done the packet. The stage was tied
securely and the boat came to Padueah. where another "boron" will
ADAMS IS DISMISSED
be secured.
The Mary N. was out in the river
IN THE POLICE COURT with
a raft of logs about Davis point.
below the city, and the wind carried
her over to the lainole shore.
The
Could Not Prove State Organ. little boat could not resist the wind
and she was blown against the bank.
but the crew made a secure landing
izer of Carpenters'
and remained at the mooring untie
Had a Gun.
the wind subsided.
The Joe Fowler, the Evansville
packet, encountered the wind up the
When the case against J. W. Ad- Ohio river and was forced to the
ams, state organizer for the carpen- bank. This was the second hard wind
ters' union, charged
with carrying the Fowler was In on this trip, but
concealed a pistol, Was called
this no damage repotted. Rtvermien on
morning in police court there was a boats in the lower river did not have
ercwded court room to hear evidence. any trouble with the wind.
Nearly every striking carpenter was
on hand, and other union men were
Metropolis. Ile. Aug. 29. (Special.)
also in attendance. Adams was dis- --Lying under a splintered tree, bemissed, the evidence failing to show side his damaged wagon and three
positively that he had any weapon. dead, horses, Alvin Pierce, if MILS11444
He was represented by Attorney county farmer, three miles from MeJohn K. Hendrick.
tropolis, was picked up yesterday
Adams went to the new school afternoon by members of his family
house under course of construction. and taken home, where he revived.
Jackson and Twelfth streets, with from a lightning shock that struck
several other union men to confer the tree under which he had taken
with* non-union men at work there. shelter. He was working in the field
Hot words followed and Aaron Tilley, with three horses when the storm
one of the noffeunion men, it is al- came up. He hurried with the horses
leged, picked up a brick to throw. and his wagon to the friendly
shelter
It is alleged that Adams called hint a of the tree. He lied his horses
name. A companion disarmed Ti.
around the wagon bed, in which he
ley and a warrant. charging Adams
Iplaced their _feed_ Lightning struck
with carrying a pistol followed. Nonand splintered the tree, and running
union men theugle they saw a muzdown wrecked the wagon bed and
zle of a pistol protruding out from
killed the horses.
Adams' hand. The evidence showed
When Mr. Pierce did not return
that Adams was left-handed and that
to the house, the members of the fain
no one ever saw him with a gun.
fly, who heard a terrific clap of
thunder, hastened to the field and
found him lying there apparently
TWO NOISY BURGLARS
deed. He will -recover.

TO LABEL THEIR WARES. Is appearing before the district Democratic committee today at Kuttawa,
The session was half over when he
DICK
FOWLER
CHOSEN
CENTRAL _elle:RICA.
to
hem- the complaint, of irregulararose and politely begged permisLexington, Ky., Aug. 29.-- The
%Var.h ngto n, Aug. OW—PresiBY CAIRO CITIZENS American
sion to submit a resolution to the
nomination made by W. J.
Soctiety of Equity has set ity in his
dent Roosevelt and President
board.
Stone;
of
Lyon county, who is runon foot a movement to have laws
Diaz simultaneously have teleThe .1.4-90 atinii 004/4,h 941 i the
eatcceed
by the legtseaturrse Of' -Ken- eleff-aa-441-14141444eildeat to
pageed
graphed notes to the presidents
Mencius terms of belligerent capitalDemocratic
Linn,
the
Senator
The Hopkins Will Carry tucky, Ohio, Tennessee and West Vir- nee. Captain Stone's presence isnomiof the five republics of Centrist
ists, called virtually for an investiganot
ginia, compelling all tobacco compaAmerica offering the good offices
tion of the Harrimau regime --from
subviews
on
the
his
anticipated,
as
showing
Evansville Crowd To
nies to label all their wares,
of the United States and Mexico
the day Stuyvesant Fish was disposthe percentage of licorice and other ject have been clearly expressed. In
in
bringing
about
a
conference
ed. It was of vital questions, and
Meet President.
Ingredients. News of ehle proposal reply to a letter front Senator Linn.
of the republics for a discussion
charged several unsavory things.
Inviting the conference, he said he
was received here today.
of Mauer to maintain peace. This
Mr.' Fish was in the midst of its
never questions a committee's acnmetuncentent was mede today
most ferociout paragraph when Robtion, and he will not appear, but will
It is not announced officially, but
by Acting $1.cretary Adee, cif the
ert Goelet got up in a panic and
continue his cempaign for the office.
It is practically assured that
the RAILWAY CARMEN
EXPOSE THEMSELVES
state department. The exert,
that the board adjourn.
_
Senator Linn says that if Captain
11E41
steamer Dick Fowler has been charNOT PARADE Stone persists in his candidacy, the
WILL
time of !Wilding the notes was
* . Peaisody seconded it in a bur-.
Lightning at Smiehland.
tered by the city -of Cairo and the
not made known, but it is pos.
ry. Harahan whacked his mallet, dewarmest speaking campaign the counBibithland. Ky., Aug. 29. (Special),
business men to accompany Presielared the motion carried and put on
slide that replies trent some of
When Jack O'Connor, a well known —The most severe electrical storm
ties have witnessed will be the outdent Roosevelt front Cairo to Memhis hat.
the countries already
have.
come. Senator Linn peoposes to
passed that has visited Smithlind in months
central machinist.
phis, when he makes his trip down !
"I am not through yet." said Mr.
reached Washington, and it is
Decide by Referendum Vote make at least a dozen speeches in Mack McChesney's • grocery store, broke out about noon yesterday. A
lifiasheippt rarer ft Ortobere
Figh very tensely.
would like to
believed that all will be here
each of the four counties. Senator Twelfth a,nd Jefferson streets,' last gasoline huckster's boat at the wharf
A meeting of the citizens of
get, this
reeolution before
Not to Appear in Line
the
within twenty-four hours,
1.inn's nomination, according to Cap- night about 1-2 o'clock., he
heard _was struck and set on fire, but the
'Cairo was held Tuesday night and
board."
tain Stone, 19 irregular. He was voices and saw the front door stand- owners rushed down to the whirl
the chartering of the Fowler agreed
Day
Labor
"The meeting is adjoureed en
TELEGRAPH P1414. e
nominated by the committee, just as ing open. lie was across the street and extingUished the flames before
upon, and it is believed the official
flounced President Harahan-.
New York, Aug. 20.—The
was Congressman 011ie James, the at the time. and suspecting burglars serious damage was done. The color
letter will be received by the owners
"It's a snap adjournment." redefatet for were in the store, raised an alarm eel school heuse was struck, but no
great question of whether the
nomination going by
understood,
today.
As
the
boat
will
joined Mr. Fish.
At a meeting of Labor Day com- want of opposition. The district
telegrapher% employed by brokThe burglars, two in number and one was in it. and the residence of
leave Cairo October 3 and go to
"The gentleman is out of order for
mittee last night the Goddess of La- committee set a date for the conveners will be called out is still unwhite men, ran out of the door and Thomas Davis."-at the edge of town,
Memphis.
The
Fowler
will
return
the meeting is adjourned," said Mr.
bor contest was closed and, there are
settled. A meeting called for
tion, and resolved that, if no more escaped. Patrolmen were summoned was set on fire by lightning. The fire
October 6, to resume her regular
Harahan.
Helbut two candidates entered. Miss
yesterday afternoon to take acthan one name was proposed before hut too late to give chaise. Mr. Mc- was extinguished with little trouble.
trade.
"It's ep outrage," thUndered hack
en Hanna. sister of Mr. George Hantion, wits ,poetponed until (him
It is an honor that the Fowler nin, the Illinois Central tinner, is a certain date, the nomination should Chesnef was notified and an examiMr. Fish, but before he could proafternoon.
shituld be chartered. Before the trip tbe oandklate of the pipefitters and go to that person. Senator 1.1nn's nation showed they secured but a few
Elected President,
ceed further with his resolution the
will be made by the boat will be tinnere' union. Miss Edith Malone: Of name was the only one entered and cents out, of the cash drawer. EnChicago, Aug. 29 —James B. Curmajority of the directors had iTiit on
he was declared the nominee. This trant* was effected hy breaking open tis of New York, was today elected
bats andwere working toward desk with an impact that /sent it thoroughly overhauled and will be West Trimble street, is the candidate
'month Captain—stone announsed. the front door.
pretty
as
when
launched.
neat
and
as
prealdent of the Delta Tau Delta frathe outer door.
carpenters'
union.
skidding against the far wall of the
of the
•
Senator Linn invited him to a conWith the decorations the boat will
ternity at its thirty-ninth
biennial
The former
president advanced room.
Tickets have been given out and
ference with the district committee,
convention at the Auditorium hotel.
upon his successors:
Goelet and Vanderbilt were be- be as pretty as any in the party, ated union men are selling them. The
state his griev- SEWER DIRTRICT, NO. 2
"You don't dare let this resolution tween the two, however, before Mr. should a speed contest be had the young woman
getting the largest where Stone should
agreeing to abide by the decisance,
be
in
would
the
Fowler
lead,
The
be read." he shouted angrily.
The
elected,
will
be
Harahan had a chance to reply. His
number of votes
IS UP TO INSPECTORS MAYBE, HE WILL BE
that of the state central
And Harahan shouted bark:
face was already swollen., But his citieens of Evansville have chartered crowning of the successful candidate ion, or by
see
fit
to
"
-You're a liar."
Labot committee, should Stone
eyes held a glimmer which showed the steamer John S. Hopkins, owned follows several weeks after
A GREAT INVENTOR
appeal.
one replied that the coin
Stuyvesant Fish stands 6 feet
it he was ready /to counter on Fish, who by the same company, to tee rep- Day,
comSewer district No. 2 has been
mittee had acted and that he would
resentatives from Evansville. Presiinches: in his stockings and carried a stood ready enough to meet him.
Carmen Will Not Enter.
*returns." The pleted and is ready for inspection,
weight to match.
Soothing words from the interven- dent Roosevelt will be given a royal
Contrary to a firet decision, when not go "behind the
session this after- the announcement of its completioa
Willie, the little son of Mrs. DruHe advanced toward Harahan. who ing directors, however, reminded the welcome o n his trip everywhere,
it was decided that the Brotherhood committee is In
the city being formally made to the board ck. Brantley. of 1106 Madison street.
made a move as to alma his right fighters that the Illinois Central
of Railway Carnien should march in noon. Senator Linn was In
Kuttawis. of public work" by Thomas Bridgers' suttees from severe scalds on his
Ingenious Convicts Escape.
hand into Itts hip
pocket. Fish board room is not the spot for physe
the Labor Day parade, carmen will this morning on his way to
Sons eesterday. AL& special meeting face and body, the 'exult of an exJoilet„ 1.11., Aug. 29.---Making a not participate in the parade: This
caught the band half Vi A V.
cal jousts.
Drops 8.000 Feet! Is Unhurt.
it was decided to begits inspection of plosion yesterday afternoon of a tie
Then he let go a blow with . his
But Fish held his frl ale*., glaring at rep* by braiding linen bandages and was decided by nn individual vote taGreenville. 0„ Aug. 29.s -.Roy Knit- the district Friday. The inspection can which the youngster had convertfree left arm- that caught the presi- the other until President ;Harahan a hook by bending an iron rung with ken'at the shops this week. jt seems
dent of ,fIe Illinois Central full on had bben htiatied away. Then
Quinn that few were at the lodge room benshue'9 airship, while 2,0N)0 feet will be, made in, automobiles furn- ed into a miniatere boiler. The
he their prison- chain. Adward
the jsine and sent him otaggertrig chuckled at he wraPped a handkor- and Miry Remitters, long time con. -when the first vote was 'Olken, and above' the fair grounds, burst at 6 ished by the contractor and will be- youngster built a fire under the can
Aapther thendteed after it. The chief about a briesest right kniekle vices, escaped trent the state petal- many objected 16 participating in the o'clock last night and droppell like girt at 1.30 o'clock. It will require and was patiently watching the pro.
of attiring steam when suddenly
enteel—loseekeel- Me. Haessitan n*W.-I494 irtret vreiltect ent with- friends try - a teethe'? at athentest --They were deslmitraieee yew beteg allitated watt the wroeket, The seeremett fettered un- iteveratedayir to romeartP the 1mpe
l Anterican Federation of Labor,
the "boiler" exploded.
hurt,
his official seat at. the bead_ of the waiting cab
tlote
tailed as nurses In the hospital.

,rur
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PICGE TWO

NO BEER NO FAIR

MALARIABLAo

ON
‘. $ i
ODSP OLSC
EVANSVILLE 1•IRECTORS
UNDERMINES THE HEALTHON LID PROPOSITION.
LAYS THE FOUNDATION FOR DISEASE
Malaria comes from the absorption into the blood of germs and microbes
which destroy the rick, nutritive qualities of the circulation and reduce it to
a weak, watery, disease-spreading stream. The healthy color of the skin is
given to it by the millions of little red corpuscles which are in the blood.
These are the carriers of nourishment and health to all parts of the body;
in other words the very life and vitalizing essence of the circulation. The
destruction of these corpuscles by the malarial poison takes the color
from the cheek, and in the first stages of Malaria we have pale, sallow faces,
poor appetite, a bilious conaition is set up, and we feel "out of sorts"
generally. But Malaria means more than this; it is a systemic blood poison,
which undermines the health and gives rise tb innumerable and sometimes
Serious disorders and diseases if the poison is allowed to remain in the blood.
As the blood becomes more and more polluted with the malarial poison, the
digestion becomes deranged, chills and fever are frequent, skin diseases,
boils and carbuncles, and sores and ulcers break out on the flesh, and after
awhile the foundation is laid for other diseases which either prove fatal or
permanently undermine and wreck the health. Malaria can only be worked
out of the system through the blood. Purging the liver and bowels witlk
strong, nauseating cathartics can never remove the trouble because they do
not reach the blood where the germs are constantly intiltiplyipg. The only
hope for a cure is a remedy that can destroy the germs and microbes, and
neutralize the bad effects of the poison, -and S. S. S. is She medicine to
accomplish this,'because it is a perfect blood purifier and.a general systemic
remedy of unequalled value. S. S. S.
searches out and removes every trace
of the malarial poison and puts the
blood in such rich, healthy condition
that sallow, adaemic complexions take
on the ruddy glow of health, the liver
•
and digestion are righted, the appetite improved, the system vitalized
and strengthened, mad every symptom of Malaria passes away. Malarial
persons will find S.S. S. not only a prompt remedy but a'gentle, plea.saent acting one, as well as a certain cure for this disease. Besides removing the
cause of Malaria S. S. S. builds up every part of the system by its fine tonic
effects. Persons living in a malarial Section should,"at this season, fortify
their systems against ties insidious disea-sc by purifying their blood with a
opourseof S.S -S. Book on the bled and any medical advice desired sent
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA
free of charge.

Anti-Saloon League and City Council
Complicate the Agricultural
Sbow.

Evansville. Ind , .Stur. 211.-The
directors of the Tri-State fair today
voted to .call off the fair this year,
'which was to have been held Septemer 30 to October S. The Anti-Saloon league made un Ahem] to the
city council asking that no liquor be
I-014 on the grounds this year. The
directors decided there would be no
profit in running a fair with the beer
privilege cut off.

RIVER NEWS

River Stages.
Cairo
20.6
Chattanooga
3.6 0.3
Cincinnati
18.3 2.1
Evausville
11.0 1.9
Florence
1.8 0.0
Johnsonville
3.6 0.0
Louistihe
„ 8.2 4).1)
Mt. Carmel
4.4) 0.0
b.0 0.2
--- Nash% Ille
2.1 0.1
ORDERS Fitoet BEADdrtetierlette. e-ereered of etate late: grate or agre Pittsburg
t. Louis
14.8 0.6
cal? tidal colleges and institution
Mt. Vernon
9.4 0.1
ifriculat bus whi reeewilitery inetruetiou, is regardar Ihimart miout litc%
l'aducah
8.8 0.1
:it Educate:Hai lust it utiore, where ed as nominal.

fell
fall
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Sigel Nel found he could Cot 1101(1 the
sad bet Think sitting on it, but
thla was A difficult proposition. By
this Mile Ed eat) thoroughly soaked
and a little bit tired, the fish heti
used his fins to good advantage and
Ed was re little mad SU he gritted his
teeth and went blindly after his prey
once more. This time he wis ewe
cesaful and when he clambered out
he held a buffalo Esti, weighing le
pounds. Little time was lost in
cleaning the fish. It was given to
the watehmusee wife and the empioees had a fish luncheon today.
The Saltillo went to the elevators
yesterday morning and took on
sack* of grain and added 1514
with St. Louis offerings with her full
capacity of passengers an
round
trippers. and departed in the eveaing
on
• • Billy Keith, chief
clerk of the Steamer Peteis Lee,
which is tied up at Slemphie on account of the low stage of water on
the Ohio river, arrived here from
Memphis yesterday morning by rail
to visit his aunt and slater. He Is
looking in good trim and was receiving congratulations from hfis
numerotia friends.-St. Louis. GlobeDemocrat.

not

itts
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two •
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41
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In countr'es where beer is the national
beverage, there is practically no drunkenness, for beer contains a small percentage
of alcohol and is rich in food values
The Belvedere Malting Process makes
Belvedere Beer the most healthful beer
brewed---the beer richest in actual"food
values.
The Belvedere Process reduced the percentage of alcohol to less than 3 1=3 per
cent while making the beer absolutely pure,
healthful and serengthening.

Phone 408.

cuureee Are tilt-en.

I BASEBALL HEWS

We have several good driving herses for sale at reasenaeie prices and
will guarantee them a.s represented, Call and see them.

THE 'FULLY LIVERY COMPANY
INCOPPOSATE
Livery sad lanai Ism.
Fourth keel ad Ktategleg Imam

GUY
NANCE
&S
Undertakers and Embaimers
211-213 S. Third St.

Paducah, By.

1WANTED4
--re•
Young Man and IS, :lien for poeleions of trust,
where intelligent service will be appreciated and
paid for
Experienced .Men and *omen for positions reautring ability and tactPeople of All Ages, of all talents, of divers
iblitiete for suitable lines of employment,
Used Things-such as Pianos, Organs, Every
Sort of Musical Instrument. Writing Machines,
Cash Registers, Store and Mee Fixtures, Talking Machines, B•oks, Engravings, Post-Cards,
Stamp Collections, Rugs, Carpets, bernIture
every kind-'
Ilerses end Carriages, trucks; business wagons,
bicycles, guns, cameras, fishing tackle, auteme•
Real Estate-lots, plots, acre& leaseholds, Nue
tiee. houses, fiats, apartments, stores-instruction in painting, singing, the violin and
piano. short-hand, aecoUnting, correspondence.
language, dancing
Pieces to Live-houses, apartments, furniseed
remits, bearding places where life is intereati g.
These are some of the thousands
of people and, thines that are
-wanted" in this city just now,
and if you, ran fill any of these
irantS"

Through a SUN Want Advertisement.

leig him the do:i as his bride, wheal
he *hall have bestowed upon it life
tAt th:s junction the old ruan's neis
ew arrives to ask his esermission Is
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
attend the carnival, and is curtly reRENDERED BY ATTORNEY 'GEN. fused, an altercation ensues and the
ERIE ON IAWAL OPTION.
old man locks the itephew in his room
and goes off to a friend's for supper.
(Labor Day)
The nepbow, Heinrich., Is about I
eo release himself and escape when
A REAL MUSICAL
_ _ SlioW
Illinois Meinur" 1"
"
1 -P"'"
Ihe ihis sweetheart Gretehen runs in and Stelae Beluoinsent of Juetire
•
deplores the fact that she is unalee
for ti'Alewife
The Ringing
attend the carnival as she has given ill the money she had saved ter
Singing
buy a costume with, to an old begJingling 'Success
Springfield. 111., Aug. 29.-Attor- gin woman. At this junction Frit
wes
`his
son
and
return
to
workIthe
ny General Stead has banded down
an opinion on the local option law in derfnl transformation. Escape being
which he solves theeknotty problem cut oft in all directions the two
A.
disguise
themselves,'
of statutory construction of the words sweethearts
Every action, scene
"precifiet" and "election district." He'nrich, as Mephisto, end Gretchen
the doll's eostuttie, Heinrich seeks
and song
States Attorney Van Winkle, of
Morgan county, presented the ques- refuge In the wide (+ironer
tion by citing.the case of the city of Gretchen in Ike closet With the dol.
Fritz, Jr., lights the tire while his
Jacksonville is an election precinct
Seats on Sale Monday.
father prepares to pronounce the
comprising twelve voting districts.
words of magic which are to give lif Matinee -----------------25c and :At
The attorney general holds that
2.5e t $1.00
to his handiwork. The smoke from Sight•
the proposition of becoming ,enti-sathe fire causes Heearich to hastily deleon territory must, in countLes riot
sert his place in the chimney and as
called upon passers by to watch him.
under township organization, be subhe can go no further np he tumbles
then (brewing a revolver from
mitted to the voters of the entire
is
out on the floor in his costnnie of
pocket pressed if against his head
precinct, and that the word "preMephistoegiviag both the Heines the
and fired. He died immediately.
cinct" applies collectively, and not
fright of their lives. He quickly perseparately, .to the twelve districts
Pressley was well known in this
ceives that they do not recognize him
and adjacent states. He had been in
which go to make up the Jackson- and
promises to grant ther request
this city on a spree for two weeks
ville precinct. He further holds that
of life for the doll in return for their
see
rased with drink.
the petition of the voters in any one souls, and brings Gretchen forth
as
let would not give that district tiredolt endowed
with incr.
alone the debt to submit the question of. anti-saloon territory.
BURNS lt2,300, DM-1RM GEMS.
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the Tennessee river with empty
3 5 2
New York
barges after a tow of ties.
5 11 2
The Lyda has been let into the Boston
Batterlies-Ortle Doyle and Thomriver and is waiting for orders. She
as; Morgan, Young and Shave ,
is as neat and trim as when built.
Work was rushing this morning
Second game
at the dry docks. The , Martha A.
R H E
1 7 0
liennen is receiving repairs sad a New York
0 4 1
contract has been entered into for Boston
Batteries - Heuer and Tromas:
repairing twelve barges and two
boats in the near future. This morn- Kroh and Criger.
ing a Large was lifted out for repairs.
R H E
Barges were taken out on the ways Detroit
4 9 0
*thee rnorreter tar repairs.
. Dente
3 4Batteries- Donovan and Schmidt;
The Bob Dudley arrived today
from Nashville. and after unloading Powell, Spencer and Stephens.
and receiving freight, left Oh the return trip.
Malaria Makes Pale Blood.
The Nellie arrived light yesterday The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTEfrom the Tennessee river. She LESS CHILL TONTO drive's- out magrounded a barge up the river and laria and builds, up the sytem. For
grown people and children, 5.0cs
came down to store and coal. This
morning she returned to pull the
Sonic Circus Performers.
bargesetff:
em'nely the Carl ilagenbeck &
The Royal was the Golconda packet
Newest Novelties In
Great Weace Shows combined, have
this morning and the little boat had
outdone themselves this year, judga good trip.
ing front the partial roster of the
The Dick Fowler pulled out on
feature acts: Les Rowlandes. Goldin
time this morning for Cairo with a
Russian Troupe, The Matsomotes
fa ft• trip.
Tasmamians, Miaeo Sisters Tr,I
The Cowling was in and out on
Raven Trio Sisters, Ruda It.
both trips on time today, and busiPeerless exhibition of horse accon
ness was brisk for the little packet.
pliebments, Millie Ginnett Sister-eel,
The Emma has gone to Mt. Vernon
land Sisters, performing animals, le
with .the two barges repaired here
lano troupe, Anita Faber, Lilliati D.,
on the docks.
vies, John Swallow and 20 promint
some
We
very
showing
are
The Bettie Owen had a good trip
riders male and female. Two eye
over the river this morning.
striking
ideas- in Ladies'
of Clowns 'have the fun en Mini an ,.
Employes of the dry docks. do not
GoodsNovelty
Leather
The Carl Hagenbeck & Great Wit"
need lines and seines to catasiseihae-tor
lace Shows will be here Septemb.
wrist
purses,
pocket-books,
when they gP41 one of any size they
,
16.
bags, card eases, coin purses.
jump in after it, and geaerally bring
it out.
in seal, alligator and all the
"Toyland."
This morning the docks were being
From the home of all toys comes
othftr
now fashionable leathrattiest light and the pumpers were
the latest success "Toyland" adopted
working in a hurry. When the waers. It's a display well worth
from an old German legehd by Sam
ter was about three feet deep on the
seeing and the prices will
Morris. The scenes are NM in the
docks, suddenly there was a splashquaint old city of Nuremberg during
interesting.
particularly
prove
ing and foaming of the water that inthe annual masked carnival and le
dicated there was something big. Ed
volves round the shop of a celebrat,
Marttn was working on one of the
toysenaker, one Fritz Heine, and th.
pumps and he did not wait for II
masked doll which closes the carolsecond warning. hut jumped from
val.
tile 'pump Into the water. Ed landed
Fritz Heine, Sr., learns that te
on the fish but he did not stay there,
saying a certain incantation and pray
and for some minutes he and the fish
or at the proper time he can beirtow
had a tussle that was worth seeing.
life upon hie greatest work, a doll of
Broadway
and
4th
Off' moment Ed would have the fish
unusual perfection carved in - like
Eithmer Phone No. 7.
iu his arme end the 'text the fish /
nests of the village belie. Preparawould have glided mit.- All the while
,Agent for original Allegietti
tions are Made ; for the crownlue
he employee were enjoying the sight
Candies
;
event of the old
n's life and h.
and offering E4 plenty of advice. i
takes his sou int theitkeld-litlIVse s •

Leather
Goods

•

••

Oficial Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
Vi rnon will continue rising during
the next 36 hours. At Paducah not
meeh change during the next 24
hoursp At Cairo will fall during the
next 24 to 36 hours.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth not much change during
the next 24 hours.
The Miastosippi from below St.
Louis to Cairo will continue falling
during the next 24 hours.

1Vhere It Is lifireetcable a detailed
retired non-commissioned officer i
This morning the river had risen
Waelengton, D. C.. Aug. 29.-Be to report to the officer on duty at the .1 since yeaterday mornieg. leaving
cause of some neceseary changes is school or eollege for instructions as the gauge et S.S. The rainfall yesterday was. .05. Weather dear this
National League
She character of mule lee eiseee eau_ his assistant.
morning and business was fair with
R H E
rational institutions at whieh army
Brooklyn
4 8 3
or navel officers may be crililed and 14010.F.(RUM DEAD; ENDS 1.1FE. the packets.
6 12 1
The Chattanooga arrived from Ch Vasco
eseeause of Inconsistencies in the i
Batteries-al-WI and Bergen; Overoriginal order, the war department leen Farmer obliged to Kill Equine the Tennessee reer yesterday and
comrade.
she was at Joima unloading today. all and Hardy
liaa made a revision of the regulaShe will return this evening and re•
tions and instructions WI this sub-'
R H
ject, which hate been published in !It.Moines, Ia., Aug. 29.-Unable main here until tomorrow evening rePhiladelphia
1 G 4
.
to bear the thought of separation ceiving freight.
the form of a new order.
Pittsburg
11 0
7
item) his faxorite horse, G. A. Long,
The
John S. Hopkins was the Ev' Among the provisions is that no
Batteries-Brown and Dooin; WilHeella prieperous Swedish farmer at At- ansville packet today and she had a
detail of an officer on the active
lis and Gibson,
d,. killed the animal tine then good trip.
as professor of military science and
institu-reided his own life.
The
Mary
Michael
mornleft
this
AiletieS. IS to be made at any
R H E
Long was an ardent lover of horse- ing .down the Ohio river.
Lion which aloes not guarantee to
New York
S Li 2
I flesh. All his serplus cash went into
At
last
Capt.
Gcnt
left
with
has
maintain at least lee male pupilsi
2 11 9
flneestoeld_andelea particularly ad' Ida show boat. This morning river- St. Louis
ever 15 years ve- nee
military
Batteries
McGinnity.
Curtis
anti
mired a horse for which he had paid men were looking down tbe river for
Instructions. No detail of an officer i
$100. The animal also showed his a last glanne. as the showboat went Bresnahan; Beebe and Noonan.
on, the retired list is to be made to
regard for his master and the two paddling down. It is understood the
any institution of -certain classes,
R H E
were (emstantly together.
boat has a medicine company aboard Boston
known as "A. C or D," which does
5 11 3
Recently the animal developed and will give exhibitions at the landCinciiiiiiti
cot guarantee to maintain at least
0 4 12 1
symptoms of glanders, and Long ings.
Batteries - Pfeffer and Neerbam:
'75 male pupil, over 15 ear* of age
thdught he could never he cured. Ile
The Clyde left last night for the Coakley aqd McLean.
linder
military instruction. These .
spent hundreds of dollars upon the Tennessee reyer with a good trip.
classes cover institutions whose or-;
•
dinimal in veterinaryy -fees and finally This trip the Clyde took the rest of
American-League.
ganization is essentially military
!killed the horse and himself.
the old saw mill.
R if
utich maintain a course of military ,
5 12
The Charles Turned was coaled Cleveland
feeele
to that
"i'lal
I s. cull,-sant subs. for rrqults.
and stored this morning and left for Chicago
0 4 9
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A Novelty and Hit

FLOWERS

Frenzied Man Makes Ghastly Finish
to Deeds of Folly at Webster.
Webster City, Ia.. Aug. 29 --After
having burned" $2,500 in hills in the
street and throwing his diamond shirt
studs and rings into the sewer this
afternoon, Carl Pressley informed the
guests in the lobby of the Parkyotel
he was going to condtuit suicide.
- Crossing over to the city park he

For beautifying your yards and
estimates on flower beds we
will call and ace you. Phone
Schmaus Bros. for the largest
and most complete stock of
flowers and plants in the city,
Free delivery to arty
part of the city.

SCHMAUS BROS.
Both Phonees

ALWAYS READY FOR USE
I Try an

-

TEIEY

are simple to

operate; safe and

economical.

Elec
Inc
Ilronl
L

Ready at a

turn of the switch.

The Paducah
Light & Power
Company
emeassaseesiwire

THURSDAY, AUGUT 20

ME PADUCAH INENilkal SUN.

RE-INFORCEMENT
FOR GEN. DRUDB

tiifik k0u20-/mai& ,banjz,
ahi int Ake -Irani _Ain,At

Existing Conditions Now Remain Unchanged.
Moors ,Are Again .11epuleed Before
- Casablenea By French
Soldiers,

MLECTIRliC
It F:14 tR'I' TH.11' SULTAN KILLED.

KOMOVAK
6

Paris, Aug. 29.- -It was officially
aupiunced last night that General
Drude, In view of the situation produced by the prnelamation of Mutat
Haig as sultan, and an order to be
prepared for all eventualities, had
asked to be reinforced by two battalions of troops. Orders were accordingly sent to Oran, Alegria, for the
dispatch to Moroeto of reinforcements. Beyond th.s, the existing con*Lions remained tins-hanged,%

•
eemeess6t, test
be

40:7c̀rze
17
-

fu)ts. honteeotter-

why Ate alt.( in the van.--in the
pota--oi Me tcetnitos Cosiness
iS decocts( Ate give you yood iu'i/nttulte lo't the good money you give
ItJ.
thae cete di&tefrpt ?ctagilies o‘
jconitietel just Ike 4ame aj Mete
tete dillnent ?ua(ities o‘ shoes.
Ate .have the good kind olfrtnitlete.
may Ate not shoW you lh° things
you Atish ifo)t, yowl, home this 6a4
and Afinta?

PAGE TICKER

FoUNIJ 11111.:( FIDEN'I' Hilt FINE.
But

Adee

Thinks Venezuela
Have l'rottbic.

May

Washiugton, Aug.
Ade.
acting secretary of state, today found
an amusing feature of the action of
the Vencznelean court in assessing a
fine, which ma) amount to $11)00,900, against the New York uhd Berrendez Asphalt company upon its
conviction of having financed a revolution against the Castro government a number of years ago. Mr
Mee referred to the statement this.
the court found a precedent in ti
United States for the assessment se
huge tines against a corporation that
had offended the laws of the count!ry
In which it operated, and Mr. Adee,
commenting on the - aptness of the
Latin court In following American
example, said:
"The court will not so easily tis
a pretudeflt for the collection of all.
a fine. In Venezuela the word 'le
cedenc appears to be spelled 'Pt,
duet'"

FLORIDA LIMITED

SPECIAL NOTICE
E

to call your attention to the opening
of our Fall Term, which will start Tuesday, September 3d, and continue through the
entire month. This will be by far the hest time
of the year to enter and you should avail yourself of the opportunity. We have had

Dozens of Positions
offered our pupils through our Employment Bureau during the past
month which we were unable to fill on account of every graduate being employed and the pupils in attendance not being ready. Can you
miss these opportunities to improve your- condition and increase
your earning capacity ?

We

Want You

to call and see us or write us for our beautiful illustrated catalogue.
It will convince you that our school is file best and our pupils most
successful. There -is a great difference in schools and it, therefore,
niakes a difference where )ou go. Remember the school "with a
reputation" for efficiency.
.1 Paducah .3,•hoo/ by Paducah Men in Kentucky'i Rest City.
Shorthand, BRokkeeping, Typewriting, Banking, rah/Mainz, Ek.

Moors Again Repubsed..,
COLLIDES WITH SW ITCH ENGINE
Casablanee, Aug. 39.--A
sharp
AND TWO ABE KILLED.
engagement between the French and
the Moors took place sestet-day afternoon at about eix niiles from General Drude's ramp. A reconnoitering Lake Erie Steamboat, 1.0 to Ikat
par(y of :attains came in tench with
When They (sillitir—Creas
the enemy who opened a heavy fire
.try Safe.
in the cavalry
The latter replied with creme but retreated under instructions with the object ot
Chattanooga, Teen., Aug. 29.—
attracting the attention of the French
The
Florida limited on the Queen &
commander to the Moors' advance.
Crescent
collided with a Southern
Reinforcements
with
artillery
sere promptly forwarded to the se-itch ermine near here today. En.106 Broadway,Paducah. Ky.
Old Phone El.r.
scene of the fighting with the result gineer Carter was instantly
kill.
. Over Olobe Batik and "'rapt 4.;ci.
that the Moorlah force was driven and Fireman Thompson fatally
beck into the hills. No lose on the Aired. Both Used at S..onereet. Ky.
Wrench side was reported.
Both engines were demolished, but
the 'messenger coaches retuaalued OD
Tss treennize Petite.
the tracks.
sten SabaFtien. Spain, Aug. 29---A
— -------- joint Fran, tespanisa note was handBennett. of the state board of medi- 'italics a few hours before
Steamers, at Bottom.
they reach
ed to Mohammed Gabbase Moroccen
ti examiners. Comparison of this full maturite. Then the
Toledo, 0.. Aug 29. As the restalks are
minister of_ war, yesterday, requesti list with names of physicians whos,. put in water in
which aniThrie dsea
sult of a collision last night the
ing that measures be taken to orpractiee has been traced by detee- have been dissolsed.
steamer 0. Brower, for Chicago, with
White carnaganize an international Pollee
Ltives shovre that not one of a seem' tion», lilies and
time coal, and the freighter Haile L.
panslett are the
El- WANTED BY 11Altl.
At ports of Morocco in conformity
,‘"11,LE .IT Bill or more has taken the presseritied exeasiest to clse and give the most nat,
MION's (TIN% ENTION.
with the decisions of the Algeciras wood, bound deem with iron ore, are
'am:minors
_
ural results.
resting
on the bottom of lake Erie
couference. A Tunis dispatch says
Furtior investigation has shown
As the stii:k. sucks up the water the
near
Berpoint
Light
today.
'
The
that !lieutenant (aiusee, of the dethat strangers, claiming to 'be PhYslboats sank in :::: feet of water, but
aniline piguteni hi carried threagh
Pertinent of native affairs, best order"tans, have made agreement:
, with all the flee veass:ls
owing LO their Immense IOW in decks Will Make Strenuous Effort To Seof the blosenn and
ed Mogador to organize police.
hotel proprietors to board with their di
cure
neszto.o00
Building
and
;melted in its cells, so that after a
are above the water. Crews are safe
(*ambles In the house for the summer
lietolquarters.
•
levielusurs its color is completely esIMth vessels are „reported in
bad
Sultan Reported Murdered.
in return for recommendations from
tablished. Sometimes, strange and
London. Aug. 29.- The corre-pon- shape.
the desk when guests call for medi- even
beautiful effects% are s.'-ured by
dent of the Tribune telegraphs his
cal attendance. Some of these -doe- stopping
W BE VS A N %NIL Not A NAME? tail still %egging.
the coloring process before
PltEsEltVE INDIAN' PICTURES
The Schneider inner under reserve a rumor is curLonieville. Aug. 29.—Loulsville is tot's,"
it is alleged, are medical col- it is complete.
traction grew cheerful agile.
rent that Sultan Abdul Asia has been
The white petals will
very
much
in
the fight to secure the lege students, who have failed to
'Fannie," Natal One; "Aleliandrie,"
Ethnologist Iles(oa ea Draw
then be delicately veined with green
The magistrate puckered up his assassinated In the palace at Fez.
on
Long House of Improved Order of. paste examinations in any state, and. Por
SY
.% teener weetese.__.esseee
.
Narhes
red----these being the colors most
“Paiatted Rocks"
lips; that's all. The "dorg" yaw the
trate Ileeely Mliktleil
Red Men of the United Stater; In without even the formality of ppen- mimeses(u 11 u wed .
in Washington.
Twenty Killed.
motion. It waited for ud bOUIld r
lb skis'.
ether wolde, the permanent head- log an office an office are reaping a
Tangier. Aug 29.- — AdViCell re!jumped over the rail aud into the
Since the disseovery that the flowers
richer harvest than many local oMceived here from
Nomb Yakima, Wash.. Aug. 29.- - quarters of the order, which is Foos
Fez say that the
: magistrate), lap.
Ale sinoes deed
is a great outcry
sials
of
high
standing.
New York, Aug. 29.---Magletette
••oees yours, Mrs. Schneider," said Zrahtta tribe reteutly ;Mucked and The celebrated "painted '
among florlculturiets. who pronounce
,
civics," In to be established. This will necessi"Many
Furlong may poenetei the wisdom of ten „
local
V11)1610408
suddenly the process an outrageou
defeated is column Qf the sultan's the Naehes valley, have been restored tate the erection of an office building
ew e
s fraud ou
Lsolomon, but if he does it waa off on
troops sent to collect tribute from the to the original color and outline hy -re emit not less than $500.isoo. The found their lucrative hotel practice nature,
boil' inartisti, nd vulgar.
s•hut
a vacation. Miss Annie Answarks. missI'll go,to thci highest %vents" said tribesmen. Twenty of the sultan
off."
says
Dr. Parker.-"and in- This does not
V McWhorter, a distinguished Commercial club will assist In the
Anstmeke, -for
prevent the demand
its not 41e,_ soldiers were
of n Matto street, East New York,
killed during the fight- Indian ethnologist, who visited the- fight, and will send a committee. con- e- emigation disclosed the preemies.: of fur the dyed flowers from spreading.
.
small army of these unregistered
ing..
and Mrs. Harry Schneider. of Lin- andre, hut Fatiny.".
valley for that pnrpowe and who had eisting of R. S. Brown. Pink Varble.
—New York Sun.
wood\street and Vienna avenue, both
Judge ..H. H. practitioners. While some few have
the arristanee of Mrs. Lee C. Delle, a R. W. Brown and
. lay claim to a doge* The court atBoth of One Mind.
Root Will MINI Pereildesst?
local photographer. Between forte Moore, to Norfolk September 9 to A-Mall practices in other states, which
No matter how big a man is, be
t% udante called it a plain coaeh dog.
New York. Aug 29.—There was a and fifty "pictographs." as they are co-operate with a committee of local they can give tie for the summer, erment afford to
A fat Irish woman, bearing a numbelittle others
Red
Men,
the
composed of Judge Moore,
majority we Intend to prose are
report. which con.}d not be verifiel, called.% have been
The rival claimants inserted that it ber of bundles.
sestored, and
entered a crowd,.1
Englehardt, Jr • W. A. Crader. II. unsucceiesful students of the lowest
today that SeCretary Root had {dau- should last for another
was a real Dalmatian, with Hee of
century. Mr.
team ear. The on:y semblance of a
V. Cehen and William Astroth. Gte4 character, from Philadelphia and
nted to meet President Roosevelt at McWhorter says
consanguity with the Valderbilt Dalthe pictures are not
seat she could find was'a stuallespace the Larchmont Yacht
tuatituni.
club at Larrh- of great antiquity, probably a little A. Ellcrkamp. of Louisville. is a New York institutions.
Mies Anewacks called It
at the right of a disagreeable youth. mont, N. Y., next
niember of the committee on perma"Hotel proprietors are undoubtedher Fanny; Mrs. Schneider called it
Saturday. The ob- over a century' old.
Into tkis splico, sufficient only for an ject of the conference
nent headquarter..
ly ignorant of the conditions and of
was not %stated.
her Alexandre. The magistrate mereThe Incliane have a tradition that
indigidual of ortlinitrs Flee. the fleshy According to the report.
I. o properly, accUratele and
The fart that Mr. Eilerkamp is a the stern law on the subject, that reSecretary the spirits which haunt these
ly whistled. H. risme-tiled quicker to
cliffs
fIrish woman squeezed herself. Much Root will make the
promptly fill prescriptions, We
member of the committee on perma- quires a license for every physician
journey in an au- come forth periodicall
the nPagistrale. He patted the dog.i
y and retouch
to the annoysepte of the youth.- fter tomobile and the president
use the grt &test care in so doing
nent headquarters is especially fortu- practicing in 'the state.
will crofts the pictographs and those
and waited. Then he had an inspiraMany of
who have
and our preecription department
a moment or so the MAI woman pro4 Long Island sound from Oyeter
nate,
in
view
of
the
fight
to
made.
be
theae
'quacks"
Bay
are
not only able to
tion—the magistrate', not the dog.
not seen the "paleface" at work latemethods are destened to this
duced a cheese sandwIch. which she in a yacht. Secretary Root
W. A. Crader is_ the grand represen- cover their expenses
tomorrow ly are finding
"Bill." said he to the fat court offiof a summer
confirmation of the
end after much study and elproceeded to devour with every evi- will attend the funeral
tative front Kentucky to the grand seashore outing,
of
his
brothbut clear up bigl,
cer, "!'all the dog by one of there
theory.
perletlee.
dence of relish. At this the youth er at Clinton, N.
council. The committee of which money besides.
Y.
Our detectives have
1111111es.'
Photographs of the retouched work
gave her a look of ineffable disgust.
Jedge Moore is the head has already found that
The quality of teur-drues and
-soniirof these hotel "doe"Come here. Featly." said the sliare to be submitted to an expert on
and [licit/ the skirts of his frock coat
done a great amount of preliminary tors" are
CIrvi.huad Stilt
diernicals Is of the very highest
really,
doing
a
businese
cer. The coach dog jumped up, furl- closer
the art of picture story- telling In
to him. "I suppose, me lad.'
work. local real estate men are co- larger
Prineeton, N. J.. Aug. 21%.—Formand their freshness and effectthan Many local members of
ouely wagging his tail.
Mies An- grvini naturedly said
the hope that the meaning- of the operating
the woman, er kresident Glover Cleveland
with the Louisville deluge. the esrotession
'I veriest% the beet. Wo appreciate
has
.
who
have
swerks and
passed
the
her following turned "thitt ye'd prayfer-r ft
aphs may be found and fur- Don. and a number
have a gInCe- not yet left Princeton to join: his pictogr.
the litiportaace of even the
of especially de- stern New Jersey
examinations and
looks of trittifilifftint. Korn upon the man sittin• text
to ye?" "1 certainly flintily at their sit:muter home, and ther light thrown- upon the history of sirable sites_ at reneonable figures
atnalittst details ansi
etiard
have
diplomas.,
and
we
Schreider adherents.
intend to
would." snapped the eoungster. "Se the probabilities now are that he will the- Yakima Indians. 'Some of Mrs. have submitted. Norfolk
against any iniperfectiuns.
will In either
run them out of town or put
"Here, you. Alexandre." said the would I." ealmly responded
the fat not do so at all, but wi:1 await their [Spite's photos wills be used among flooded with handsome souvenirs of
The eeic pranced back: perenn.--Philade'
ns for the Watery of Leuisville On the occasion of the corn. some of them in jail."
retitle) hese. Mr. Clevejand Is still the Illustratio
'' •
liriog Us Tour Prescription.
•
:suffering from indlgestffin; but he is the valley which is being prepared lag tneeteng.-•
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Union Made Clothes

We wish to have it distinctly understood that we handle
UNION MADE CLOTHING---clothing that is made. by
skillful, well paid Union Workmen, employed by the country's best manufacturers. -

UNION MADE
(CLQN

r .hikom

We're a Union Store

The Union Man who comes
here for his'clothes will find our
garments carrying the Union
Label.
We want the trade of Union
Men, and we'll do all in our power
to secure it.

4

Union made suits $10, $12.50, $15
to $25.
Union made hats and furnishings of
all sorts.

The Clothing Store That Carries the

"UNION STORE CARD"
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* panyrhas accepted a poaltion
web
Mias Florence Perry, or ('ono. the Wheeler Furniture company,
of
Tenn., is the guest of MISS Male Owensboro. and will remove to
that
Blacknall, of South Ninth street. lefty Monday.
Mr. W. W. Sacra has returned
The Rev. \V. E. Cave, and children.
from
a visit in
Indianapolis and have returnel front a mouth's visit in
Mite Society,
The Ladles' Mite society of the Greencastle, lad. Mrs. Sacra will re- Virginia.
First Baptist church aill meet Fri- main visiting for several weeks yeti Miss Mettle Bell. of Woodville, Is
Messrs. Louis 1,agontar,ino and Al the guest of Miss Joe Bloomfield, of
day afternoon at 4 o'clock with Mrs.
W. E. Covington. 717 Jefferson Foreman have returned from West Arcadia,
Baden. Ind, Mr. F.'J. Bergdoll, one
Mime Monte: Beck, of Weudville, is
street.
of the party; remained at the springs. visiting in Barlow.
Miss Henriette Timmons Is the
Miss Lyda Prince will leave Sun. Morning Partyktut Great Oxford Sale is about to close. It will
Mis
ses
gda
y for Poplar Bluffs Mo., to attend guest of Mrs. R. Holt, of Ragland.
Elizabeth
and Ellen
Boslast but a day or two longer and our prices will then be
well entertained this morning at
?Vire- S. Z. Holland, of Grahamhouse party given by Mrs. Ewell
vastly different. If ,vou have failed to secure your share
their pretty suburban home, "Oak- Koerner, nee Miss Ara Wilsote of' villa, I• visiting relatives 14 St
Louis.
dale." iu Arcadia, complimentary to this city.
of the money-saving bargains we are still !offering, it
Born to the ale of Engineer E
Dr.
Brothers
C.
lett
H.
Pi
the girls of the city who will leave
mornwell to hurry, for the opportunity will be yours but will
Jackson
next month for colleiSe. The space ing for Dawson Springs, at, deepened W. Lewis, of Ninth and
streets, a son this morning.
be little longer.
otny porch was prettily decorated and by Miss Temple.
•
The Rev. J. R. Henry, pastor
Rogers has returned
Mr.
the young people spent a pleasant
We are now offering Oxfords at prices so low that
the
Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian
from
New
Mexico
and a
morning with cards. A delightful
lo other
it miply amounts to losing money if you stay away.
church, has returned from Naehville.
eiree Course luncheon was served at states in the west.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Russell and Norfolk and the Jamost-own exposithe conclusion of the game. Theme
tion, where he spent his vacation
present were Misses Alma Higgins, son Ewell. of 326 North teeth street,
have
returned from an extended visit Mrs. Henry and children wel remain
of St. Louis; Mildred West, of Memwith relatives in Nashville several
-phis; Elizabete Kirkland, Lucia Pow- in central Kentucky.
tweaks.
HOD CARRILERs' CONTEST.
Mrs.
Mile M. Ogilvie and eon Henell. Eloise Bradshaw, Henry Allcott,
Misses Inez and Ruth Parker. of
Garnett Buckner, Helen- Hills, Lil- ry Ogilvie, have returned from RichSeventh and Washington streets, lee'
Closed Last Night With Bessie Ste lian and Rosebud
Hobson. Carrie mood. Va7, where they have been
today over the Illinois Central raili.1.30 Majority.
Griffith, Florence Loeb, Fred Paxton, spending the summer.
road for Washiniton, Jamestown,
Mr. J. 0. Jennings. editor of the
'Katherine Donovan, Dorothy LangPhiladelphia, New York and other
The coutesteee tho Goddess of LK:
staff, Katherine quigley, Nell Hen- Murray Ledger, Is in the efts...today.
points at interest in the east. They
bor of Hod Carriers' union number 3
Miss Zetta Roberts. of Jackson,
drick. Lucyette 801114., Eva
--For Dr. Pcndley ring 416.
Bauer,
ale be gone ten or fifteen dass:
Mosed last night after a hot contest
-Dr. Hoyer reeldenee phone 464;
Mary Wheeler. Mildred Orme, Helen Tnente. 18 visiting M4ste.s Corrine
Mr. and Mrs. James Ferriman %vebetween Bessie Stone and Nepoe
office 176.
Van Meter, Grace Hills, Irma Yei- and 1,illie Mae Wlustead. at Seventh
in
the city today. en route to their
Newbern.
After
the
coutest dowel ser, Mary
-- Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
B. Jennings, Asalee Reeves and Washington streets
home at Grand Rivers.. Mr. and Mrs.
Beesie Stone stood 236 votes over
Broadway. Rhone 196.
Miss Edith Stevenson has returned
Mary. rave. Ethel Sights. Julia DabFerrirnan
have
been attending
- City silelecribers tb the Daily Neppie Newborn, the vole standing
ney, Philippa Hughes, Malone Lov- to Mayfield after a visit to Mr. and "Honteciem
ing" at Albion, Ile
Sun who with the delivery Of their as follows: Bessie Stone 752. Neppie
papers stopped must notify our col- Newborn eite Bertie Williams 167, ing, Elsie Hodge, Cora Lee Worthen. eirs..11. S. Davis. 326 Harahau boule
-- -Martha Cope, Aimee Dreyfuss and yard.
looters or make the requests direct Lillie May Boyd It),
IRISH M. P. UNDER AltittleT.
Lorena Hale 6.
Neils Hatfield.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Davis, of Harato The Sun office.. No attention will
The voting was liberal and a
be paid to such orders when given
han boulevard, have gone to Mayfield James I'. Farrell and
Forty I St hers
handsome sum was taken in.
to carriers. Sue Publishing Co.
The Oldest Twins.
to visit.
Will l's' Tried tor
- -We give you better carriage and,
Mrs. Teal
pelt and daughter,
Miss Lyda Prince wil !vete Sunday
better service for the money than (lOVERNMENT DEPOsITS
,Miss Matt: Wolin, and Miss Katie for Popular Bluff. Mo., to attend a
Langford
I I .41771..img
29 IN NEW 1.011K
:
Is given by any transfer company in
*3,004),01)°
'Rev es wil.$it'ave,pext week for Jet- house party to be given by Mrs. Ewell James P. Ferrell,
trtsliAne.rica. Fine carriages fur special
fersenctile. lad . to make their fu-- Koerner, formerly Miss Ora
New York,' Aug. 29 -In countyWilson, member of parliane•nt
occasions on short notice; also elefor
North
.4 Brown having ac- of Paducah.
Incorporated.;
Longford. and forty others were argant I.very rigs. Palmer Transfer Co Mon with the visit to this city today tere hntue,
- Kodaks from $1 so 225. Some- of Areastant Secretaries Edwards and cepted • p tfon with the Aetna InMiss Ella Patterson left this morn - rested early this morning and com'unmet: complies in !einem:Pe. Mrs. for at. Louis and Chicago
thing new in the line and all neces- Reynolds of the 'treasury,
Front a:Meted for trial at the A.-sizes court
national
Van Pelt has made her home in Pa- Chicago she will
eery supplies that make kodaking hanks learned some interesting
go to Jefferson.. They are charged with taking part in
aeJ,Jt.J,J.J.J__s. J.‘f
pleasant, at R. D Clements & Co.
tails of the plan' which Secretary Cot dticah for a !lumber of years and her Tex., where she will take charge of a an "unlawful assembly likely to
----Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
many
friends
will
regret
to
see
her
large
millinery house.
teiyou has for the deposit of governs'
cause a riot."
427 S. Third. Old phone 134e; now
tne,pt funds to relieve the money mar- go. She and her twin brother are
Mr. John Hy:callous arrived
Mr. Farrell had been holding meet
last
phone 3el.
It roette ay
)blibly the oldest living twins, be- n igh t from Nashville
on a week's ings throughput. his constituency at
-Have The Sun mailed to you or ket.
ing 78 years old.
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?hilt to 'his faintly. Mr. liovious Is %shish exettivig scenes occurred
As part of Secretary Cortelyon's
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bebeaks
Morae
gasoline
engine
Good
program,
engineer of the government boat tween nations/10ns and members of
a number of the hanks re-- the summer. The address will be
For Miss Lichten.
Soiliscrihers inserting tyrant ads in condition, will sell cheap. Apply to
changed as oSten as desired, and the ceived, intimation
John.
regarding
the
the
Sinn•Fein
hoelety. In addit butt , Tlie Sun
Mien Nelie Claire Schwab enterwill kindly r - mervilwr that 8. E. Mitchell, 326, Smith Third
rate Is only 25e a month.
amounts of government deposits
Mrs. .1. S. Downs and Mies Eulah Ulkillyoattle. have been driven (min
all such. items are to be paid for street.
tained lest night at her borne, 326
- --Hotel Belvedere Cafe,
John which wilt be placed vrith them, and
Whfte are visiting relatives In Hop- the grazing lands distrist. which 11.'
%%hen the ad is Inserted. the ride mp.
Burns, steward. Soft shell crabs, at the same time these institotioa North Seth Street. in honor of- her
WANTED-FO;U. 5. army: Ablekinaville.
s
prosecution alleges was eneourueed easing to (- very one without
guest. Miss ',teeter', of Greenville,
frogs and all the seasonable delica- were
excel,- bodied unmarried men between
required to Inform the treasury
ageS
Mrs. Alice Sehntause and daughter by Mr. Farrell and other speakers ,tion.
cies.
Ala. Denting and cards were enjoyed
of 21 and 35e cite/ens of the United
department concerning the kind of
Victoria,
have
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from
DewLarge
forces
police
of
are
--Gasoline boats for outing parbeingthee - --Fttft-tivitvt:t:vg yoner ring 21ei.throughout the evening. Elegant reStates, of good character and temeon Springs.
ties and bunting trips, furnished, security whieh the banks were able freshments' were
patched here, trouble being antice
lAITCHELLS for high-grade bicy- perate habits, who can speak, read
served to the
furnish
to
to
secure
these
deposits.
Mr. and Mrs_ Carr Turner will re- paled.
with licensed operator by Motor Boat
cles, 326-328 South Third street
and write English. Men wanted now
guests. Thom' present, besides the
As a result of these various inquiGarage Co. Old phone 1113.
hoerees and gusset of honor, were turn Saturday front Murray, where
For inform
FOR beanies and sto
-vewood ring for service in Cuba
- Perpetual green lawn grass peed ries, local banks learned that, inet .1 % to Re•estire (101rer
437 F. Levin.
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Misses Viola and Irene leiman and they have been visiting.
just receiver. Bvinsons, 529 Broad- stead of only a negligible part of the
Miss Ellen Swett, of Niadi;on street.
Jennie Sloan. sine
FOR RENT Apartment, in
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Messrs. Julius
wry
funds whieh are to he used to - rehas
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old Anna,
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United States governmht owes hen
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my sincere
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morning.
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r of Chief Wood brown
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Monday, but House, to cash -a bogus ehelt for
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I ease of extra 'good valves in atee's
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a splendid 15e grade;
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dui ing the sale 2 pair
Knew the Woman.
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1 lot of White Shirt Waists, including
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seek had only one gold tooth. Detective
some some very high price once;-' emfor sympathy.
laloore joined - Young Dale Sunday at
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"Do you see that woman on the Cairo.
expensive waists in the lot; all in...8c
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left hand side of the'car. up near the
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one big lot for the sale
front?" he asked the thin man on the
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came
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Breathing %facilities for Miners.
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me out of a fare. When I yent in to the name
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of the P. C. Novelty cone
who eta
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Consul William H. Hunt, of St. be trained in the
collect she never looked around, an' pany, Was
fight and she knew it. So she took
use of these appaarrested today and held In
"Well,
we've ben Hein' on men's
In a letter to a Kansas newspaper a horse and buggy and went
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danger
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HarVest Gime of Bargains
Friday

and

•

Saturday

Pr HE last general clean-up of all summer goods. It's the fl'arvest

Time of Bargains. We have had a dandy season and there
is very little left of real summer goods, but what is left must go--and along with them we are going to offer many specials that are all-yearround goods. It's a paying proposition for you to invest now, even if
you
will not use.some things until next spring; it's like investing a dollar now
and getting three for it next season. Read all items over, for there are lots
and lots of things you can use now and perhaps it's what you've waited
for.

IT'S SURELY A HARVEST TIME OF BARGAINS
Harvest Time of Embroideries

Wash Goods

Harvest Time for Silk

5c

39c

gn

4

59c

Harvest Time Specihls

Skirts and Underst iris

1'

19c
9c

8c

Harvest Time of Children's Hose

9c

in

Men's Hosiery

22c

Ladies' Hosiery for this Sale

8c
25c

clo0

98c

gulf

.'ampfive

, 25c
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